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ROBERTO HAD me on the spot. "Mrs. Sachar," he said, shouting out from his 
fourth-row seat one rainy Thursday morning, "I don't get this - - - ."
Usually, when Roberto was discouraged, he closed his notebook quietly and put 
his head on his hands to sleep.
This time, he was angry.
He stood up. "Why can't we do something fun? This stuff is stupid."
Roberto didn't usually make it to our Thursday math class. It started at 7:55 a.m., 
and Roberto had told me that if his father forgot to wake him, he usually missed the 
first few hours of school. But here he was, sleepy-eyed and willing to try, and I was 
ruining his day with a lesson on scientific notation.
"Sometimes, math can be frustrating," I finally answered, walking toward him. "Keep 
trying." I patted his back.
I walked back to the chalkboard and tried, for the fourth time, to explain why 0.4 
times 10 is the same as 4 times 10. But even the brightest students in 8-13 looked 
bored.
Frustrating moments like this came often during my year as an eighth-grade math 
teacher at Walt Whitman Intermediate School in Flatbush, Brooklyn. I had been 
handed a course outline that included dozens of topics that were over the heads of 
most of my students. Except for my top class and some of the students in my middle 
class, my students had not mastered basic arithmetic. Among the 23 kids in 
Roberto's class, for instance, only eight knew their times tables. And most did not 
understand what a fraction is, a concept taught in elementary school.
The curriculum wasn't the only problem; no one had trained me to use it, either. The 
supervisors in my school tried to help, but they usually were too busy with reams of 
paperwork and administrative chores. Other teachers were too busy to spend much 
time helping a new colleague, and I wasn't assigned a mentor until December, 
more than three months late. The school's math teachers convened only four times 
last year, and then only to receive directions from our department chairman on 
such topics as homework and standardized testing.
As the year continued, I found there is a big difference between knowing math and 
being able to teach it. Lecturing students - the way I was taught math years ago - 
did not work. And I had few ideas on how to turn the course outline into a set of 
exciting, hands-on lessons. I didn't know how to explain some of the topics, and I 
didn't know the other teachers' tricks.
In addition, I didn't know what to substitute for the kids who weren't ready for the 
course outline. The curriculum did not offer lesson plans or teaching ideas for new 



teachers like me to copy. Supplement materials weren't easily available; the Board 
of Education charges local school districts and teachers who want to use the 
materials it has developed.
FOR THE FIRST half of the year, I was constantly questioning whether I should 
even be teaching the curriculum. Though students in my top class appreciated 
some of the more esoteric topics, such as probability and angle construction, most 
of the curriculum seemed irrelevant for most of the others - especially given how far 
behind they were in math.
It seemed far more important, especially for kids in the bottom classes, to learn to 
read a paycheck stub and to run a cash register than to compute the area of a 
trapezoid or to know the probability that a king of hearts would be drawn from a 
deck of cards. But the state Department of Education mandates that these topics be 
taught.
Maybe a more experienced teacher, or a more creative one, would have had great 
ideas on how to teach the curriculum to kids below grade level, but I didn't.
The textbook wasn't much help, either. It was filled with language even I couldn't 
understand, and many of the problems were far too advanced for the level of the 
students I was teaching.
I was stuck in another dilemma, too. If I failed to teach the curriculum, I'd be denying 
information some students might need someday. Yet, I thought it unconscionable to 
deny even more students the skills they needed to function better in life - such as 
how to make change or how to calculate their Social Security payments.
Scientific notation was a perfect example of how ludicrous the curriculum was for a 
group of students who were functioning several years below grade level in math. 
Scientific notation is a mathematical shorthand for writing very large or very small 
numbers. It is used in chemistry and in aerospace applications. To understand it, 
students must know that the number 1,000,000 is read "one million" and that the 
number 0.00001 is read "one one-hundred-thousandth." About half of my students 
could read the first number; about one-fifth could read the second. Students must 
understand that 30 equals 3 times 10 and that 300,000 equals 3 times 100,000. 
There are several other concepts a student must master before scientific notation 
will make any sense, but most of the kids in my classes hadn't mastered them. It 
also helps, in teaching the topic, if students can see some use for writing the 
numbers in this unusual way.
Rather than write a bunch of large and small numbers on the chalkboard, I tried to 
use numbers the kids might find interesting - the distance from the Earth to the sun, 
the weight of a 40-story apartment building, even the length of a sperm cell. But 
finding this information took hours, and it still didn't make teaching the topic much 
easier. The basic problem still remained: The kids in most of my classes did not see 
any use for the topic, and they did not grasp the elementary math on which my 
lessons were based.
I WAS CONSTANTLY in a quandary. If I taught the skills my students needed, like 
how to add fractions and multiply decimals, I wouldn't have time to cover the 
curriculum. But, if I taught the curriculum as it was written, I would lose most kids to 
frustration.
I didn't find many people to tap for help. The school's teacher trainer was a 



language arts specialist who readily admitted she didn' have techniques down for 
teaching math, although she tried. And my supervisor, Vikki Kowalski, though a 
superb and widely heralded educator who was full of tricks for teaching, was 
learning the ropes of her new position as an assistant principal and was burdened 
with paperwork and administrative chores.
I tried to attend staff training programs whenever they were offered, including a 
nine-week after-school session offered by the District 17 math coordinator that 
began in October. But these sessions usually started late and, though interesting, 
did not offer materials appropriate for the level of students I was teaching. For 
instance, we did one exercise, working in groups, to figure out what the chances 
were of pulling two brown socks from a drawer of loose black, brown and blue 
socks. The point of the exercise was to show us that kids working in groups on a 
problem can learn. But, when I tried the group approach at Whitman, posing a 
much easier problem, it did not work. The kids became easily discouraged, and I 
did not know how to create a learning environment to encourage them.
Several teachers also emphasized the importance of the curriculum. "If you don't 
teach it," one seventh-grade teacher told me early in the year, "the kids won't have 
seen the stuff when the citywide test comes around in April. And if they don't do 
well, you'll look bad."
Results from the citywide math test, administered each April to students in the 
second through eighth grades, are used to compare schools, teachers and 
students and, sometimes, to place students in classes the next year. Although a 
dozen of my students substantially improved their math score from the year before, 
my students, as a whole, fared worse than the school average. Only 16 percent of 
my students reached the national average, compared to 20 percent for the 
Whitman eighth grade overall. The only consolation was that I had three bottom 
classes, more than any other eighth-grade math teacher.
The textbook didn't make matters any easier. Although Kowalski had told me early 
in the year, before textbooks were distributed, that "good teachers don't need 
textbooks," I needed one. I wasn't organized enough, clever enough or 
experienced enough to come up with explanations and problems by myself. I 
needed the structure of a good textbook.
Ironically, my school had an excellent, easy-to-follow textbook series for the sixth 
and seventh grades, and math teachers for these grades also had a supplement 
from the Board of Education with ideas, including games, for teaching their 
curriculum. The eighth grade had neither. The Board of Education has not devised 
a step-by-step manual for teaching its eighth-grade math outline, and neither has 
the district I worked in.
One day early in November, I came to 8-7, my middle class, planning to teach the 
students how to convert fractions to percents. I detested the textbook's 
explanations, but I wanted to show the kids that, with meticulous attention, they 
could make their way through. It was all we had.
This was the textbook's explanation, Section 7-5, Page 163:
"Since the % symbol is equivalent to the denominator 100, the % symbol may be 
used to replace the denominator 100.
"Sometimes the fraction has a denominator that can be changed quickly to the 



denominator 100.
"Generally the fraction has a denominator which cannot be changed easily to the 
denominator 100. However, a common fraction may be expressed as a decimal 
fraction and a decimal fraction may be expressed as a percent.
"To express a common fraction as a percent, we divide the numerator by the 
denominator, finding the quotient to two decimal places. We rewrite the digits in the 
quotient, drop the decimal point, and write the percent symbol % after the numeral."
The explanation went on like this for two more paragraphs. I asked if anyone could 
start with the first paragraph and explain what we had read together.
The room was silent. "Who the hell knows?" one boy whispered, rolling his eyes 
toward the ceiling.
"Let's look at it step by step," I said. I tried to coach the students through the 
explanation, word by word, but it was useless. Their faces were vacant and sad 
and bored. I had asked them to take notes, and they hadn't, and I wasn't sure what 
to say to get them to start.
ONE OF THE girls spoke out of turn. "You know what pisses me off about this 
class?" she said. "It ain't you, Mrs. Sachar. You try. It's like, we're going through it, 
and none of this stuff means anything. I mean, who cares?"
I decided to let others vent, too. One of the students who was always lost spoke 
next. "Yeah, I know I'm not that smart or nothing, but we just do the same thing 
every day. And I never get it. You just keep going on and doing it again."
One of my favorite students added his views. "I'm never going to use any of this. As 
soon as we have a test on it, it'll be gone from my head."
I listened carefully as half the kids in the class told me why they didn't like the class. 
It got down to two things: They didn't like what we were learning, and they didn't like 
how we were learning it. That's about all there is in a classroom.
"Well, how would you like this class to be?" I asked.
"More fun," one girl said. "Like the way my fifth-grade teacher made it."
"Yeah," another kid added. "I don't want to come to this class most days. We don't 
learn nothin' in here."
I had been trying to make it fun. I had scoured the school for puzzles and 
worksheets that were easier and more interesting than the problem sets in the 
book. But, in 14 minutes that November morning, I discovered that my kids were as 
frustrated as I was.
The Monday I planned to start teaching scientific notation, I decided to level with 
the kids in 8-7.
"There are some things in life that we have to do, even though we think they are 
tedious and silly and we think now that we may never use them," I said. "Today is 
one of those days."
I asked the kids to try, and a few nodded that they would. But I couldn't count on 
such appeals working every day.
And, in several other classes, I really wasn't sure what to teach or how to teach it 
because the range of abilities was so great. If I was to teach the curriculum to some, 
I'd have to ignore others.
In 8-1, for instance, one girl consistently posted near-failing marks in math, even 
though I had paired her with a student tutor, while most of the others were ready to 



study the curriculum.
And, in my bottom class, some kids needed to learn their times tables - a topic 
normally taught in the second and third grades - while a couple of others were 
ready for the ninth-grade curriculum. I often thought I should have the kids work at 
their own pace, but there was no workbook or plan for how to do that. Also, if kids 
were going to work at their own pace, I thought I would need at least one assistant 
in the classroom. I had none.
DOREEN WAS one of two students in my bottom class who had scored in the first 
percentile on the citywide math test the previous spring. Out of every 100 students 
who took the test, 99 did better than she did. And she had problems reading and 
writing, too. On a test in December, I gave the class an extra-credit problem: "Which 
do you like better - arithmetic or geometry? Why?" Doreen wrote this: "My pargraf 
about what we lik. I lik geomety because you will now to do sum and under form 
mathematic and you can do many sum with under."
When I asked Doreen which was larger - 30 or 300 - she did not know. She 
understood virtually nothing we did in class. One day, I put a multiplication problem 
on the board: 34 times 6. After 20 seconds, Doreen's hand went up to give the 
answer. "18?" she asked.
Doreen, I knew, needed far more help than I could give. And, in February, after a 
few false starts, I completed a six-page form referring her for special education. She 
did switch into a vocational high school this year, but she remained in my class all 
of last year.
Meanwhile, there were students in the opposite situation, students who were ready 
for work far more advanced than I would ever get to teach them.
Larry, a student in 8-16, was one of them. He had mastered basic arithmetic years 
earlier and was tracked into the bottom class only because of his low score on the 
standardized reading test the previous spring. He was eager to study the 
curriculum I was supposed to teach, and I often thought he had a real chance of 
making it to college and finding a career built on mathematics. But if I taught the 
curriculum to him and to the one or two others who were ready for it, I'd lose the 12 
students who didn't know their times tables. And there was always that nagging 
question of whether - and how - to teach the times tables to junior high kids.
Perhaps more experienced teachers would have figured out a way to teach all 
levels of kids simultaneously, but I didn't know how.
To accommodate the typical student in my lowest class - by teaching basic math - I 
had to lose Larry. Although I brought him special work to do by himself, I never was 
able to work with him one-on-one. I was too busy with his classmates, who were 
years behind. He wrote an essay about his frustration during spring break. "I would 
be Better of for math I chang my class Becaus I am only doing Baby work. I'm not'n 
Blameing the thecher But I would lik to do mor harder work, that way I would learn a 
lot more than I do know."
THE ONLY class I was able to teach the full curriculum was 8-1, the top class. But 
even there, I had to go to great lengths to make the material interesting, for the 
topics were hardly scintillating - negative exponents, the multiplicative and additive 
identity properties, means and extremes in ratios, absolute values of numbers, 
square roots and cube roots, rational numbers, irrational numbers, adjacent and 



complementary angles, the volume of prisms, the area of trapezoids.
Some of my lessons with my top class bordered on the absurd, and I spent at least 
an hour every day preparing for them. The only blessing was that after a few 
months, my bizarre lessons took hold. I saw that I was able to teach the brightest 
kids. But these students had the self-control to listen to me lecture for 10 or 15 
minutes, and I couldn't count on such patience in most of my other classes.
"Okay, this is the swimming pool," I said one day, after I'd drawn a large rectangle 
on the board. I drew a few ripples in for waves.
I drew another rectangle inside the swimming pool. "Now this is the raft," I said.
Laura was already rolling her eyes. "Here she goes again, with one of her dumb 
stories," she whispered to a friend.
I drew a stick figure lying on the raft and gave numbers for the lengths and widths of 
the objects I'd just drawn.
"Now this is a naked man. And what do you think he's doing?" I didn't give the kids 
a chance to answer. "Of course. He's soaking up some rays."
The class roared with laughter. "Now, here is your problem," I said. "Find the 
surface area of the water that is not occupied by the raft."
The kids eagerly began work on the naked-man-on-a-raft story. I walked quickly 
around the room, checking their work and their answers. Almost everyone had it 
right.
Laura's hand shot up. I knew I hadn't made any mistakes - in style or substance.
"Yes, Laura."
"Don't do a man," she yelled out. "Do one with a lady." That was a good sign. Once 
Laura was interested, I could usually hook everyone else.
I drew a circle on the board. "Okay, this is a desert island," I said.
"Now, what do you think comes next?" Again, no time for the kids to answer. "Yup. 
An inner tube. And now, what do we have next?"
A few of the kids yelled out in unison.
"The naked lady."
"Absolutely right." The kids were laughing and whispering to each other and 
comparing notes. They were having fun.
I drew another stick figure sitting inside the inner tube, but to this one, I gave tiny 
stick-figure breasts and a bouffant hairdo. Some of the kids were laughing so hard 
they had stopped writing. "Shhhhh," I said to the kids. "What if the principal hears us 
through the public-address system?"
"Don't worry," said another of my top students, Laura's nearest competitor for good 
grades. "We'll tell him not to fire you, Mrs. Sachar." The kids laughed again, and 
then went about calculating the area of the island surrounding the inner tube.
AS THE MONTHS passed, I found a few reliable tricks that worked with other 
classes, too. I brought games to school - Monopoly, Battleship, Stratego and 
Yahtzee - and I found the kids loved them. The games taught the kids how to solve 
problems, in a way that was far more fun than the work in the curriculum. And, 
during the last month of school, I allowed the students to play a game called 
Budget, which I had ordered through the Board of Education.
With Budget, kids learn the value of money and planning by making decisions 
about real-life situations, such as buying homes, purchasing insurance or having 



their teeth fixed. When my students were playing Budget, they didn't want the bell to 
ring, and I watched my classrooms turn into the thrilling learning labs I had hoped 
for months before. The kids learned more in the month we played Budget than they 
did from me the entire nine months before. And I couldn't help wondering why the 
Board of Education hadn't written a plan for teaching eighth-grade math with 
games instead of antiquated textbooks. Nearly all of my students turned in the final 
assignment of the year - an essay on what they had learned from the game.
Some merely got the basics. Roberto wrote: "I learned it is a game for 4 players and 
with four players it is more fun."
But others said the game changed their way of thinking. One student in 8-7 wrote: "I 
learned about the salary and then theres rent, and grocies to buy and you also 
aren't finish yet you have to pay for a house if you want and that cost a lot of money. 
you also could buy a car and that needs money involved to. then here comes the 
dental bill because you have to have teeth to. and tax bill so as I can see most of 
these things deal with money, like life."
A boy in a bottom class said: "I learned how it is like to own something. When you 
own something that is yours you can do what ever you feel like doing with it. You 
can sell it repair it or even destroy it."
Marilyn, a student in the middle class, handed her essay to me personally a week 
before the end of school. "I used to think life was easy. Now I know it will be hard," 
she said. "But I know better how to get there."
Her essay said more: "From the game budget, I learn when you borrow money from 
the bank you have to pay more than you borrow. And you should buy insurance, so 
if your house burn down, you won't have to worry as much. I learn life isn't always 
so easy, but I have some choices. And if I stay in school, I'll learn more to make the 
right choices for me and my family."
I was sure my kids hadn't learned fractions, decimals and percents. But maybe, in 
the 10 months I'd tried to teach them, they'd learned a little something about life.


